For a substrate having fine convexoconcave patterns on its surface, the dimensions of the convexoconcave patterns in a vertical direction of a quartz glass substrate are controlled to be uniform with extreme accuracy and over the entire substrate surface. The quartz glass substrate is made to have a fictive temperature distribution of at most 40°C and a halogen concentration of less than 400 ppm, or a fictive temperature distribution of at most 40°C, a halogen concentration of at least 400ppm and a halogen concentration distribution of at most 400ppm and the etching rate of the surface of the quartz glass substrate is made uniform, whereby the dimensions of the convexoconcave patterns in a vertical direction of the quartz glass substrate are controlled to be uniform with good accuracy and over the entire substrate surface.
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DESCRIPTION

QUARTZ GLASS SUBSTRATE AND PROCESS FOR ITS PRODUCTION

5 TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a quartz glass substrate for a substrate having fine convexoconcave patterns on its surface. More particularly, it relates to a quartz glass substrate to be used, for example, as a template substrate for nanoimprint, a photomask substrate for semiconductor lithography such as a Levenson phase shift photomask or a chromeless phase shift photomask, or a MEMS substrate such as a microreactor or a biochip.

15 BACKGROUND ART

With respect to the configuration of the convexoconcave patterns to be formed on a glass substrate surface, various types such as linear convexoconcaves and circular convexoconcaves are conceivable depending upon the particularly purpose. Typical patterns are shown in Figs. 1 (a), 1 (b) and 1 (c). As a method for forming such convexoconcave patterns, a method employing a photosensitive organic film and etching i.e. a so-called photolithographic process is common. For example, a method by a photolithographic process employing a positive photosensitive organic film will be briefly described below.
1) A glass substrate having a flat and smooth surface is prepared.

2) A photosensitive organic film (so-called photoresist) is formed on the surface of the glass substrate.

3) The photosensitive organic film is irradiated with high energy rays such as electron rays, X-rays or ultraviolet rays (wavelength: 180 to 400 nm) only at the portions corresponding to the final concave patterns of the substrate to have the desired portions of the organic film exposed. Then, the exposed organic film is removed by means of e.g. an alkaline solution or oxygen gas to form convexoconcave patterns in the organic film on the glass (the glass is exposed at the portions corresponding to the final concave patterns of the substrate, and the portions corresponding to the convex patterns are covered with the organic film).

4) The glass substrate is left in an atmosphere of a reagent (such as hydrofluoric acid, ammonium fluoride or potassium hydroxide) or gas (such as a fluorine compound gas such as F₂, SF₆, CHF₃, CF₄ or NF₃, or a chlorine type gas such as CHCl₃) which is capable of etching the glass substrate, whereby the glass will be eroded (etched) only at the portions where the glass is exposed without being covered with the organic film, and the convexoconcave patterns of the organic film will be transferred to the glass substrate surface.
The organic film on the convex portions of the glass substrate surface is removed by means of e.g. an alkaline solution, an ozone gas or a mixed liquid of sulfuric acid with an aqueous hydrogen peroxide solution.

The dimensions of the convexoconcave patterns on the glass substrate formed by such a method are desired to be as close as possible to the expected designed dimensions, and in a case where a plurality of patterns of the same configuration are to be formed on a glass substrate, such pattern dimensions are desired to be uniform as much as possible within the glass substrate. In order to prepare a glass substrate having convexoconcave patterns having such a desired dimensional accuracy, two points are important i.e. to form patterns with high accuracy in the organic film in the above step 3) and to control the etching rate of the glass substrate and its uniformity in the above step 4). Here, the dimensional accuracy of the convexoconcave patterns is required to be considered with respect to three directions. In the case of dry etching of a glass substrate by means of a corrosive gas, for the dimensional accuracy in a horizontal direction (the dimensional accuracy in the X- and Y-directions shown in Fig. 1(a)), the process control of the former (the above step 3)) is particularly important, and for the dimensional accuracy in a vertical direction (the dimensional accuracy in the Z-direction shown in Fig. 1(a)), the process control of the latter (the above step
is particularly important. Further, in the case of wet etching by means of a corrosive reagent, the process control of the above step 4) is influential over the pattern dimensional accuracy in the three directions.

Heretofore, various attempts have been made to make the etching rate uniform. For example, Patent Document 1 discloses that in plasma etching, the non-uniformity in the etching rate caused by the shift of the surface potential of the substrate resulting in the vicinity of the interface between the etching portion and the non-etching portion (the etching mask portion) can be resolved by using a substrate having a thin thickness. Further, Patent Document 2 proposes that an etching mask of the same material as the substrate is used in order to improve the uniformity of the etching rate which is likely to be deteriorated by non-uniformity of the surface potential of the substrate caused by the difference in the material of the surface between the etching portion and the non-etching portion. However, in either method, due to the non-uniformity of the etching rates specific to the materials, it has been difficult to make the etching rate uniform.


DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
OBJECT TO BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE INVENTION
The etching rate of a quartz glass substrate is not necessarily uniform, and there has been a problem such that due to variation in the etching rate within a substrate or between substrates, the dimensions of convexoconcave patterns formed on the glass substrate vary, and particularly in the case of dry etching which is currently most common as an etching method, the dimensional accuracy in a vertical direction varies. With respect to such dimensional variation in a vertical direction of convexoconcave patterns, for example, in the case of a substrate to be used for e.g. a Levenson phase shift photomask or chromeless phase shift photomask for semiconductor photolithography, the degree of the phase shift influential over the resolution performance in a lithography process, depends on the concave pattern dimension in a vertical direction (the depth of concave).

Accordingly, it is desired to control the dimensions of convexoconcave patterns in a vertical direction to be uniform with accuracy as high as possible and over the entire substrate surface. Thus, variation in the dimensions in a vertical direction of convexoconcave patterns attributable to the non-uniformity of the etching rate of a glass substrate, is a serious problem.

MEANS TO ACCOMPLISH THE OBJECT

In a first aspect, the present invention provides a quartz glass substrate having a fictive temperature distribution of at most 40°C and a halogen concentration
of less than 400 ppm.

In a second aspect, the present invention provides a quartz glass substrate having a fictive temperature distribution of at most 400°C, a halogen concentration of at least 400 ppm, and a halogen concentration distribution of at most 400 ppm.

In a third aspect, the present invention provides the silica glass substrate according to the first or second aspect of the present invention, wherein the halogen is chlorine or fluorine.

In a fourth aspect, the present invention provides a process for producing a quartz glass substrate, which comprises (a) a step of forming a synthetic quartz glass block by subjecting a glass-forming material to flame hydrolysis, (b) a step of holding the quartz glass block at a temperature of from 800 to 1,400°C for at least one hour, followed by annealing at a rate of at most 15°C/hr to a temperature lower by at least 200°C than the temperature for holding, to make the fictive temperature of the quartz glass block uniform, and (c) cutting the quartz glass block in a prescribed thickness.

In a fifth aspect, the present invention provides the process for producing a quartz glass substrate according to the fourth aspect, wherein the step of forming a synthetic quartz glass block, comprises (a1) a step of depositing and growing, on a substrate, fine particles of quartz glass obtained by the flame hydrolysis, to obtain
a porous synthetic quartz glass, (a2) a step of holding
the porous synthetic quartz glass at a temperature of
from 1,300 to 1,600°C for at least 5 hours to obtain a
transparent synthetic quartz glass, and (a3) molding the
transparent synthetic quartz glass into a quartz glass
block.

In a sixth aspect, the present invention provides the
process for producing a quartz glass substrate according
to the fourth or fifth aspect, wherein the fictive
temperature distribution in the quartz glass block after
the step (c) is adjusted to be at most 40°C.

In a seventh aspect, the present invention provides
the process for producing a quartz glass substrate
according to any one of the fourth to sixth aspects,
wherein a compound having no halogen atoms is used as the
glass-forming material.

In an eighth aspect, the present invention provides a
quartz glass substrate with a ratio of the etching rate
distribution to the average etching rate being at most
±1%.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

By the use of the glass substrate according to the
present invention, it is possible to minimize variation
in the etching rate of the substrate.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figs. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) show typical convexoconcave
patterns to be formed on a glass substrate surface.

Fig. 2 shows the fictive temperature dependency of the etching rate (HF: 39 wt%, room temperature).

Fig. 3 shows the halogen concentration dependency of the etching rate (HF: 39 wt, room temperature).

Fig. 4 shows heat treatment conditions for glass blocks in Examples 1 to 3.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

The present inventors have conducted a detailed study on the composition and factors of quartz glass which are influential over the etching rate of quartz glass and as a result, have found that the halogen concentration in quartz glass and the fictive temperature of quartz glass are important parameters influential over the etching rate of quartz glass. Namely, they have found that the fictive temperature in quartz glass is influential over the etching rate of the quartz glass, and the higher the fictive temperature is, the higher the etching rate becomes.

Even if etching is carried out under completely the same conditions (with respect to the etching parameters such as the type of gas or liquid, concentration, pressure, temperature, time, etc.), if the fictive temperatures or the halogen concentrations of such quartz glasses are different, the etching rates will not be the same, and it is essential not only to control the etching
parameters but also to take such two factors of quartz glass into consideration. From such a viewpoint, with the quartz glass of the present invention, the fictive temperature distribution is adjusted to be at most 400°C, and the halogen concentration distribution is adjusted to be at most 400 ppm.

To investigate the relation between the fictive temperature and the etching rate of a quartz glass substrate, quartz glass blocks "synthesized by flame hydrolysis (halogen concentration: less than 10 ppm, OH group concentration: 30 ppm) were held in a nitrogen gas atmosphere at several different temperatures for a prescribed time to prepare synthetic quartz glass blocks having different fictive temperatures. Samples were cut out from the respective center portions of the quartz glass blocks, and using a 39 wt% hydrogen fluoride aqueous solution, a test was carried out to etch the quartz glass samples at room temperature. The fictive temperature dependency of the etching rate in such a case is shown in Fig. 2.

From the data in Fig. 2, it is clear that the etching rate of quartz glass depends on the fictive temperature, and in order to obtain a uniform etching rate, the fictive temperature distribution of quartz glass is preferably as small as possible. In the case of Fig. 2 employing a 39 wt% hydrogen fluoride aqueous solution at room temperature, the fictive temperature dependency of
the etching rate is $3.7 \times 10^{-4} \, \mu m/min/°C$. The etching rate of quartz glass under the same conditions is about 0.7 to 0.8 $\mu m/min$, and it has been found that in order to suppress the etching rate distribution of quartz glass to be at most ±1%, the fictive temperature distribution of quartz glass is preferably within 40°C, more preferably within 20°C, further preferably within 10°C. As a method for controlling the fictive temperature distribution, the quartz glass is held at a prescribed temperature within a range of from 800 to 1,400°C for at least 1 hour to bring the fictive temperature of the quartz glass to be substantially equal to the holding temperature, followed by slow cooling to a temperature lower by from about 200 to 400°C than the holding temperature at a slow rate of at most 15°C/hr to avoid formation of a temperature distribution in the quartz glass and then by quenching at a relatively fast rate of at least 15°C/hr.

Here, the fictive temperature of quartz glass was obtained by the position of an absorption peak in the vicinity of a wavelength of 2,260 cm$^{-1}$ by means of an infrared spectrophotometer in accordance with a literature (A. Agarwal, K. M. Dabis and M. Tomozawa, "A simple IR spectroscopic method for determining fictive temperature of silica glass", J. Non-Cryst. Solids., 185, 191-198 (1995)).

Further, in the present invention, the halogen concentration in quartz glass is influential over the
etching rate of the quartz glass, and the higher the halogen concentration, the higher the etching rate. Here, the halogen is meant for fluorine, chlorine or bromine. In order to examine the dependency of the etching rate on the halogen concentration in the quartz glass, a fluorine-containing synthetic quartz glass block was obtained by the following method.

Silicon tetrachloride was subjected to flame hydrolysis to prepare a porous quartz glass body. Then, the obtained porous quartz glass body was held in an atmosphere of silicon tetrafluoride/oxygen=10/90 vol% at a temperature of from room temperature to 1,200°C for 2 hours. Then, the temperature was raised to 1,500°C in a reduced pressure atmosphere of 1.3 kPa for transparent vitrification to obtain a synthetic quartz glass block containing fluorine in an amount of 0 wtppm to 15,000 wtppm.

From the center of the quartz glass block, a sample specimen was cut out, and the halogen concentration dependency of the etching rate was examined in a case where the quartz glass was subjected to etching by means of a 39 wt% hydrogen fluoride aqueous solution.

The etching rate depends on the halogen concentration in the quartz glass. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the fluorine concentration dependency of the etching rate. Here, in Fig. 3, the fictive temperature of the sample actually measured was corrected to 1,120°C by means of
the fictive temperature dependency of the etching rate shown in Fig. 2. The higher the halogen concentration, the higher the etching rate. In the case of Fig. 2, employing a 39 wt% hydrogen fluoride aqueous solution at room temperature, the fluorine concentration dependency of the etching rate is $1.9 \times 10^{-5}$ $\mu$m/min/wtppm-F. Therefore, in order to obtain a uniform etching rate, it is necessary to make the halogen concentration in the quartz glass to be uniform as far as possible, and for example, in order to suppress the etching rate distribution of the quartz glass to be at most ±1% under the same conditions, it is necessary to make the halogen concentration distribution in the quartz glass to be at most ±400 ppm. Accordingly, it has been found that in order to obtain the uniformity of the excellent etching rate of quartz glass, the halogen concentration distribution in the quartz glass should be made at most 400 ppm, preferably at most 200 ppm, more preferably at most 100 ppm.

Here, the fluorine content in the synthetic quartz glass was analyzed by a fluorine ion electrode method. The analytical method for the fluorine content is as follows. In accordance with the method disclosed in the Journal of Chemical Society of Japan, 1972 (2), 350, synthetic quartz glass was heated and melted by means of anhydrous sodium carbonate, and to the obtained melt, distilled water and hydrochloric acid (volume ratio of 1:1) were added to obtain a sample liquid. The
electromotive force of the sample liquid was measured by a radiometer by using a fluorine ion selective electrode and, as a comparative electrode, each of No. 945-220 and No. 945-468 manufactured by Radiometer Trading, whereupon the fluorine content was obtained, based on a calibration curve preliminarily prepared by using a fluorine ion standard solution.

For the present invention, here, wet etching is exemplified wherein hydrofluoric acid corrosive to quartz glass is used. However, in a case where etching is carried out by using a liquid or gas having corrosiveness to quartz glass, etching will proceed based on a certain chemical interaction between the quartz glass and the etching medium and the halogen concentration and the fictive temperature of the quartz glass are influential over such a chemical action. Therefore, although the degree may be different, the etching rate has a halogen concentration dependency and a fictive temperature dependency in the same manner as in the case of wet etching using hydrofluoric acid. Therefore, the etching method for quartz glass is not limited to wet etching, and dry etching may also be used. As examples of dry etching, various dry etching methods may be mentioned including ion beam etching, reactive ion etching, plasma etching, gas cluster ion beam etching, neutral beam assisted etching, and electron beam etching.

The quartz glass of the present invention can be
prepared by a direct method, a soot method (VAD method or OVD method) or a plasma method. Particularly preferred is a soot method, whereby the OH group concentration in the synthetic quartz glass can relatively easily be controlled, and the temperature during the synthesis is low which is advantageous to avoid inclusion of impurities such as chlorine or metals.

The source material to form glass is not particularly limited so long as it is a gasifiable material. It may, for example, be a silicon halide compound, such as a chloride such as SiCl₄, SiHCl₃, SiH₂Cl₂ or SiCH₃Cl₃, a fluoride such as SiF₄, SiHF₃ or SiH₂F₂, a bromide such as SiBr₄ or SiHBr₃, or an iodide such as SiI₄, or an alkoxy silane represented by RₙSi(OR)₄₋ₙ (wherein R is a C₁₋₄ alkyl group, and n is an integer of from 0 to 3). Particularly preferred is an alkoxy silane which does not contain a halogen influential over the etching rate.

With respect to the quartz glass of the present invention, in order to make the fictive temperature distribution uniform, the produced quartz glass block is held in an electric furnace at a temperature within a range of from 800 to 1,400°C for at least 1 hour. In such a case, the temperature distribution in the electric furnace is preferably at most 40°C, more preferably at most 10°C, further preferably at most 5°C.

The holding time is preferably at least 800°C and at most 1,400°C. However, as the temperature becomes high,
impurities (such as alkali metals (Na, K, etc.), alkaline earth metals (Mg, Ca, etc.), transition metals (Fe, Ti, Ni, Al, Zn, Ce, Cu, etc.)) are likely to diffuse and be included in the quartz glass from the atmosphere during the heating. Therefore, the temperature is preferably at a level of from 900 to 1,200°C.

The holding time depends on the holding temperature, and as the temperature is high, the structural relaxation of the quartz glass is quick, and the fictive temperature becomes equal to the holding temperature in a relatively short period of time. Specifically, the minimum holding time at 1,400°C is about 1 hour, the minimum holding time at 1,300°C is about 5 hours, the minimum holding time at 1,200°C is about 20 hours, and the minimum holding time at 1,000°C is about 100 hours.

The annealing time is preferably the minimum time required for the fictive temperature to reach the prescribed temperature and for its distribution to become uniform.

The higher the halogen concentration in the quartz glass, the lower the viscosity of the quartz glass at a high temperature. Therefore, as the halogen concentration in the quartz glass is high, the annealing time may be made short. In this sense, addition of a halogen element to the quartz glass is preferred, since it is thereby possible to prevent deterioration of the purity of the quartz glass during the heat treatment.
By the heat treatment of the quartz glass block at a constant temperature for a prescribed time as mentioned above, it is possible to relax the structure of the quartz glass block and to adjust the fictive temperature of the entire block to a level substantially close to the holding temperature, and it is possible to obtain a quartz glass block having a fictive temperature distribution at the same level as the temperature distribution in the electric furnace. Further, it is preferred that the quartz glass block is held at a constant temperature for a prescribed time, followed by annealing at a slow rate such that the temperature distribution in the quartz glass block is always at most 500°C, specifically at a rate of at most 15°C/hr, to a temperature lower by 200°C than the holding temperature. If it is rapidly cooled, there will be a temperature distribution in the quartz glass block during the cooling, whereby the fictive temperature distribution in the quartz glass block may sometimes deteriorate, such being undesirable.

For the quartz glass of the present invention, a process for treatment to make the halide concentration in the quartz glass uniform, may be added between the synthesis step for preparing the quartz glass and the step for heat treating the quartz glass to adjust the fictive temperature. The process to make the halide concentration uniform may, for example, be a method of
heating and kneading at a temperature of from 1,500 to 1,700°C by a horizontal floating zone method (FZ method), or a method for heating at a temperature of at least 1,500 to 1,700°C to let the glass deform by gravity in a predetermined direction to form into a desired shape.

EXAMPLES

Now, the present invention will be described in further detail with reference to Examples. However, it should be understood that the present invention is by no means restricted by such specific Examples. Example 1 is a Comparative Example and Examples 2 to 5 are Examples of the present invention.

EXAMPLES 1 to 3

Using silicon tetrachloride as a raw material, fine particles of quartz glass were deposited and grown by flame hydrolysis (VAD method) to prepare a porous synthetic quartz glass first. Then, the obtained porous synthetic quartz glass was heated in a reduced pressure atmosphere to 1,450°C to obtain a transparent synthetic quartz glass (OH concentration: 30 ppm). The obtained synthetic quartz glass was set in a 7.5 inch mold and heated to 1,800°C in a nitrogen atmosphere to form a quartz glass block of 7.5 inch square x 45 cm. The obtained quartz glass block was subjected to heat treatment in the same nitrogen atmosphere under different conditions (Examples 1, 2 and 3) shown, respectively, in
Fig. 4. Then, four side surfaces of each quartz glass block were ground to obtain a 6 inch square x 45 cm block, whereupon one substrate with a thickness of 0.25 inch was sliced from each of the center portion, the upper end portion and the lower end portion.

Each of the obtained substrates was polished by means of cerium oxide until a mirror surface was obtained (until the surface roughness (RMS) became at most 0.5 nm). Then, the fictive temperatures at a total of 25 points with a distance of 35 mm within a central 140 mm square area of the substrate, were measured by the above-mentioned method by means of an infrared spectrophotometer, and the difference (PV value) between the maximum fictive temperature and the minimum fictive temperature, and the average value, at the total of 25 points in the same area, were calculated. This PV value was taken as the value for the fictive temperature distribution.

Then, the etching rate distribution by a 39 wt% hydrogen fluoride aqueous solution within the same area was obtained. The obtained results are shown in Table 1.

In this Example, the halogen element which may possibly be contained in the quartz glass is chlorine only. However, when the chlorine concentration in the quartz glass was measured by a fluorescent X-ray analysis, it was below the detective limit (10 ppm).

EXAMPLE 4
A quartz glass block is prepared in the same manner as in Example 3 except that hexamethyldisiloxane is used as the raw material in the preparation of the porous synthetic quartz glass. One substrate with a thickness of 0.25 inch is sliced from the center portion of the obtained block, and in the same manner as in Example 3, it is polished, and the fictive temperature and its distribution are measured, and the etching rate distribution by a 39 wt% hydrogen fluoride aqueous solution with the same area is obtained. The obtainable results are shown in Table 1.

In this Example, a halogen element which may possibly be contained in the quartz glass is chlorine only. However, when chlorine concentration in the quartz glass is measured by a fluorescent X-ray analysis, it is below the detection limit (10 ppm).

EXAMPLE 5

Using silicon tetrachloride as a raw material, a porous synthetic quartz glass was firstly prepared by flame hydrolysis (VAD method). The obtained porous synthetic quartz glass was held at room temperature in an atmosphere of silicon tetrafluoride/helium=5/95 vol% for 1 hour and then heated to 1,450°C in a reduced pressure atmosphere to obtain a transparent synthetic quartz glass containing fluorine (OH concentration: 30 ppm).

The obtained synthetic quartz glass was set in a 7.5 inch mold and heated to 1,800°C in a nitrogen atmosphere
and formed into a quartz glass block of 7.5 inch square x 45 cm. The obtained quartz glass block was subjected to heat treatment in the same nitrogen atmosphere under the same conditions as in Example 2. Then, four side surfaces of the quartz glass block were ground to obtain a 6 inch square x 45 cm block, and from the center portion, one substrate with a thickness of 0.25 inch was sliced.

The obtained substrate was polished by means of cerium oxide until a mirror surface was obtained (until the surface roughness (RMS) became at most 0.5 nm). Then, the fictive temperature distribution within a central 140 mm square area of the substrate was measured by the above-mentioned method by means of an infrared spectrophotometer.

Then, by means of a Fizeau interferometer (ZygoMarkIV), the 633 nm refractive index distribution within a 140 mm square area at the center of the substrate was measured. From the obtained refractive index distribution, the fluorine concentration distribution was obtained (here, the fluorine concentration distribution (ppm) = the refractive index distribution (ppm) x 2.5).

Further, in the same manner as in Examples 1 and 2, the etching rate distribution was obtained. Finally, a test specimen was cut out from the center portion of the sample, and the fluorine concentration was obtained by
the fluorine ion electrode method as described above.

The obtained results are shown in Table 1. In Example 1, the variation in the etching rate within each substrate as well as among the three substrates cut out from the same block is large at a level of at least 1%. Whereas, in Example 2, the variation in the etching rate within each substrate as well as among the three substrates cut out from the same block is as small as less than 1%, such being desirable. Further, also in Examples 3 and 4, the variation in the etching rate within the substrate is as small as less than 1%, such being desirable, like in Example 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example No.</th>
<th>Position of the block from which the substrate was cut out</th>
<th>Fictive temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Halogen concentration (ppm)</th>
<th>Etching rate distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average value</td>
<td>PV value</td>
<td>Average value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1</td>
<td>Upper end</td>
<td>1158</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>Lower end</td>
<td>1139</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Upper end</td>
<td>1149</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>1145</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Lower end</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-1</td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1</td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>1095</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The entire disclosure of U.S. Patent Application No. 11/514,997 filed on September 5, 2006 including specification, claims, drawings and summary is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
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CLAIMS

1. A quartz glass substrate having a fictive temperature distribution of at most 40°C and a halogen concentration of less than 400 ppm.

2. A quartz glass substrate having a fictive temperature distribution of at most 40°C, a halogen concentration of at least 400 ppm, and a halogen concentration distribution of at most 400 ppm.

3. The quartz glass substrate according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the halogen is chlorine or fluorine.

4. A process for producing a quartz glass substrate, which comprises (a) a step of forming a synthetic quartz glass block by subjecting a glass-forming material to flame hydrolysis, (b) a step of holding the quartz glass block at a temperature of from 800 to 1,400°C for at least one hour, followed by cooling slowly at a rate of at most 15°C/hr to a temperature lower by at least 200°C than the temperature for holding, to make the fictive temperature of the quartz glass block uniform, and (c) cutting the quartz glass block in a prescribed thickness.

5. The process for producing a quartz glass substrate according to Claim 4, wherein the step of forming a synthetic quartz glass block, comprises (a1) a step of depositing and growing, on a substrate, fine particles of quartz glass obtained by the flame hydrolysis, to obtain a porous synthetic quartz glass, (a2) a step of holding the porous synthetic quartz glass at a temperature of
from 1,300 to 1,600°C for at least 5 hours to obtain a transparent synthetic quartz glass, and (a3) molding the transparent synthetic quartz glass into a quartz glass block.

6. The process for producing a quartz glass substrate according to Claim 4 or 5, wherein the fictive temperature distribution in the quartz glass block after the step (c) is adjusted to be at most 40°C.

7. The process for producing a quartz glass substrate according to any one of Claims 4 to 6, wherein a compound having no halogen atoms is used as the glass-forming material.

8. A quartz glass substrate with a ratio of the etching rate distribution to the average etching rate being at most ±1%.
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Fig. 1(c) Holes (concave)
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Example 1: Held at 1,250°C for 15 hours → annealed to 1,050°C at a rate of 20°C/hr → heater off
Example 2: Held at 1,250°C for 15 hours → annealed to 1,050°C at a rate of 1.7°C/hr → annealed to 900°C at a rate of 75°C/hr → heater off
Example 3: Held at 1,250°C for 24 hours → annealed to 1,150°C at a rate of 2°C/hr → annealed to 1,000°C at a rate of 0.4°C/hr → annealed to 700°C at a rate of 3°C/hr → heater off
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